
Hi, how can I help?

Entrance Gate Opened
13:43 pm
Domestic - Janet

Open Entrance Gate!

Vodacom 12:35pm

Link and manage all your E.T. remotes from the cloud.

E�ortlessly manage up to 10 000 residents and remotes online.

Integrated with Google Assistant and Google Home.
Calls directly to your mobile phone.

Dual sim with 1 year free subscription, 2 activated sim cards*
as well as all data and premium features included.
*Airtime for outgoing calls not included.

MAIN FEATURES
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Google Home Google Assistant
Cloud Link for
ET  REMOTES

Index2 Button
Complex Mini
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Link and manage any ET remote from the cloud.
Restrict access for remotes to only work on certain days during speci�c times.
Lost remotes can be deactivated with a single click.
Complete logs of ownership and usage of remotes.
Used together with ET Nice (Accentronix) Receiver.
Bulk learn remotes o�-site.
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Control and monitor using Google Assistant.
"Hey Google, open the gate."
"Hey Google, is my garage door closed?"
"Hey Google, turn the security lights on."
"Hey Google, is the electric fence switched on?" 

Tailored for security estates.
Feature-rich, easy to use website.
Centralized management for one or more properties and complexes.
Restricted remotes access for domestic, gardening and security services.
Missed-call access control.
Integrated with Google Assistant and Google Home.
Advanced open/ close timers with public and school holiday features.
Unimited Free welcome sms’s.
Unlimited access control push noti�cations with sms backup.
Monitor gate and garage status, battery voltage and power failures.
Complete log Reports
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Add up to 10 000 unique button numbers.
Dual sim - for redundancy.
Keypad lock-out and alarm for miss-use detection.
Unique acess control keypad code for each user.
Guardhouse feature for incoming calls.
Crystal clear sound.
Call duration logging.
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Dual sim with activated Vodacom or MTN sim cards.
12V to 24Vdc @ 200mA.
3 relay outputs ( Entrance, Exit and Pedestrian ).
2 inputs.
ICASA certi�ed.
Built-in E.T. NICE Cloud Link Receiver.
Marine 316 grade stainless steel enclosure.
External secure relay board ( optional ).
Additional keypad interface for exit gate.
Intercom dimensions ( Complex: 265x195x55 / Mini: 184x135x75
Index: 265x195x55 / 2 Button: 184x135x75 ).


